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Reusable
Modular
In-Plant
Solutions
We help customers grow with their business.

ABOUT
US
McCain Walls® robust modular systems are
designed to facilitate the expansion of your
facilities and maximize the use of your
space without the disruption and high-cost
of new construction.
Our walls are ideal for biotech
manufacturing, industrial warehouses,
breweries, commercial spaces, indoor
grow rooms and more.
They easily reconﬁgure to meet your
needs.

IDEAL
APPLICATIONS
Storage
Clean Rooms
Assembly Rooms
Quality Control
Noise & Dust Containment
Brew Rooms
Privacy Rooms
Warehouses
High-ceiling Spaces
Separation Between Processes
Larger Containment Spaces
Remodeling Dividers
Temporary and Permanent Partitions

REUSABLE MODULAR SOLUTIONS
Storage Rooms & Enclosures
Our modular enclosures are versatile and can accomodate your storage
and modular room needs. McCain Walls in-plant rooms can be used to
store valuable equipment or create private or working rooms - clean,
quality, noise, and dust containment areas.

One- & Two-Sided Walls
Our one- and two sided McCain Walls provide quick and easy room
divisions, partitions, and temporary, or permanent walls. Interior walls
are available in various colors and ﬁnishes.

Modular in-Plant Ofﬁce
Enhance operations and maximize your facility’s space with McCain Walls
Modular Oﬃces. Gain unlimited ﬂexibility with cost-eﬀective modular
solutions designed to ease expansion, provide workspace without the
disruption or high-cost of traditional construction.

THE BENEFITS ARE ENDLESS
All of our McCain Walls modular products are quick and easy to install,
saving time, money and labor.
The ﬂexible design requires minimal tools and labor to install and can be
done so at a fraction of the time it takes to build traditional drywall
applications.
The prefab powder-coat walls provide a graphics-ready ﬁnish ideal for
branding and advertising opportunities.

The McCain Walls system was delivered on time,
reduced our construction overall schedule, and
installation was easy quick, and clean. Our
owners and customers were very impressed and
we have reused McCain Walls several times
already, making it very cost eﬀective as well.

Buffalo Builders, Inc.
27’ TRIPLE STACKED MCCAIN WALLS SYSTEM

GET IN TOUCH

760.295.9230
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